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Profile  

Highly experienced Scientist, Statistician and mathematician, looking to use through skills and intensive experience 

in data collection, research, data acquisition, data analysis and data interpretation. Expertly skilled in using 

advanced computer software such as: R software package, SPSS, STATA, MAPLE, Mat Lab and LINDO to 
analyze data and draw accurate conclusions. Born in 1984, Gicumbi District. Married 

Highlights  

 Proficient in statistical software knowledge  

 Experimental and survey design                                       

 Research design ability 

 Data processing 

 Big Data 

 Technical problem solving  

 Analytical thinking and planning 

 Quick learner and optimization. 

Experience  

Data analyst, ASBL Indangaburezi     Jan 2010- Jan 2016 

 Comprehensive data collection and data processing 

 Data analysis using SPASS 

 Measured correlation between client outcomes and their determining factors 

Trainer & statistician at, G S Ruhango Catholique 2012 - Jan 2017 

 Identified the learning style of students and 

 helped them to understand mathematics and Statistics 

 Good results have been achieved. 

 To do statistics of school 

Statistics specialist, research consultant and Managing Director at THINK BIG O.S. Ltd    Jan 2017 to present 

 Statistics specialist 

 Develops experiment and survey designs that lead to accurate conclusion 

 To contribute to the company's success through the efficient use of previous experience  

 Technically designs of projects researches and data processing. 

 To provide advice, guidance and constructive ideas on any aspect of project 

 To prepare presentations and statistical analysis summaries for review from shareholders. 

 Research consultant 

 Plan Research Strategies: To design research strategies to fulfill the needs of specific research projects. This includes estimating the 

amount of time it will take to complete research and creating a basic plan of action for finding the necessary data. 

 Find and Collect Data: To implement research plans to find and collect data. This may include studying reports, using online 

sources, taking phone surveys, and using a variety of other data-collection methods. 

 Interpret and Analyze Data: To interpret and analyze research data, mining it for relevant information. 

 Write Research Reports: To write research reports highlighting and summarizing essential information found through their data 

analysis. 

 Verify Data: To verify the findings by assigning investigative teams to double-check data by going out into the field to physically track 

down information. 

 Present Research: To present the findings verbally to summarize essential information learned through data collection and analysis. 

Training  

 Training on SPSS And MTLAB                                                                   The 03-18/ Sept 2011 

 Training on R-statistical package                                                                 The  06-14 /Dec 2018  

 Web design                                                                                                    the 01-15/august2018 

Education  

 BACHELOR’S DEGREE, in APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
(National University of Rwanda, 2008-2011)                                                                                                                                 

 ADVANCED GENERAL CERTIFICATE, in MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS(G S De La Salle Byumba, 2003-2006  )                                                                      
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